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1 - Safety summary

Safety
 Always comply with the information in this manual concerning the ATEX products;
 always adhere to the professional safety and accident prevention regulations applicable to your

country during device installation and operation;
 installation and maintenance operations have to be carried out by qualified personnel only,

with power supply disconnected and stationary mechanical parts;
 device must be used only for the purpose appropriate to its design: use for purposes other than

those for which it has been designed could result in serious personal and/or the environment
damage;

 high current, voltage and moving mechanical parts can cause serious or fatal injury;
 failure to comply with these precautions or with specific warnings elsewhere in  this manual

violates safety standards of design, manufacture, and intended use of the equipment;
 Lika  Electronic  assumes  no  liability  for  the  customer's  failure  to  comply  with  these

requirements.
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Electrical safety
 Turn off power supply before connecting the device;
 connect according to explanation in the “6 - Electrical connections” section;
 wires of output signals which are not used must be insulated singularly;
 absolute encoders: connect Zero setting and Counting Direction inputs to 0Vdc, if not used;

- to zero set the encoder, connect Zero setting to +Vdc for 100  µs at least, then disconnect
+Vdc; normally voltage must be at 0Vdc; zero set must be performed after Counting Direction;
we suggest performing the zero set when the encoder is in stop;
- Counting Direction: CW increasing count (viewed from shaft side) = connect to 0Vdc; CCW
increasing count = connect to +Vdc;

 in  compliance  with  the  2014/30/EU norm  on  electromagnetic  compatibility,
following precautions must be taken:

- before handling and installing, discharge electrical charge from your body and tools
which may come in touch with the device;

- power supply must be  stabilized without noise, install EMC filters on device power supply if
needed;

- always use shielded cables (twisted pair cables whenever possible);
- avoid cables runs longer than necessary;
- avoid running the signal cable near high voltage power cables;
- mount the device as far as possible from any capacitive or inductive noise source, shield the

device from noise source if needed;
- to guarantee a correct working of the device, avoid using strong magnets on or near by the

unit;
- minimize noise by connecting the shield and/or the frame to ground. Make sure that ground is

not affected by noise. The connection point to ground can be situated both on the device side
and on the installation side. The best solution to minimize the interference must be carried out
by the user.

Mechanical safety
 Install  the device following strictly the information in the “7 – Mechanical  characteristics”

section;
 mechanical installation has to be carried out with stationary mechanical parts;
 do not disassemble the encoder;
 do not tool the encoder or its shaft;
 delicate electronic equipment: handle with care; do not subject the device and the shaft to

knocks or shocks;
 respect the environmental characteristics declared by manufacturer;
 unit with hollow shaft: the encoder can be mounted directly on a shaft whose diameter has to

meet the technical characteristics specified in the purchase order and clamped by means of the
collar.

2 - Identification
Device can be identified through the  order code and the  serial number printed on the label
applied to its body. Information is listed in the delivery document too. Please always quote the
ordering code and the serial number when reaching Lika Electronic for purchasing spare parts or
needing assistance. For any information on the technical characteristics of the product refer to the
technical catalogue.
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3 - ATEX certificate
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4 – EU Declaration of Conformity
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5 – Safety instructions
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6 - Electrical connections

WARNING
Turn off the power supply before connecting the device.

WARNING
If  wires of unused signals come in contact, irreparable damage could be caused to the device.
Please insulate them singularly.

Minimize noise by connecting the shield and/or the frame to ground. Make sure that ground is not
affected by noise. The connection point to ground can be situated both on the device side and on
the installation side. The best solution to minimize the interference must be carried out by the
user.

6.1 Minimum cable length
XC77-... and XAC77-... devices are provided with a cable having a minimum length of 3 m in order
to meet the gas protection requirements and thus bear the ATEX marking: II2 GD Ex d IIC T6 Gb.
Do not shorten the cable! If this happens, the gas protection level cannot be reached and the ATEX
marking has to be intended as follows: II2 GD Ex d IIB T6 Gb (lower gas protection level).

6.2 XC77-…-ZCU…

Function 8-wire I8 type cable
A Yellow
/A Blue
B Green
/B Orange
0 White
/0 Grey

+Vdc Red
0Vdc power supply Black

Shielding Shield
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6.3 XAC77 with SSI interface

Function 8-wire A8 type cable
Clock + White
Clock - Brown
Data + Green
Data - Yellow

Zero setting Pink
Counting Direction Blue

+10Vdc +30Vdc Red
0Vdc power supply Black

Shielding Shield
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6.4 XAC77 with bit parallel output (NPN o.c. / Push-Pull)

Function 16-wire A16 cable 19-wire A19 cable 32-wire A32 cable
1 LSB Brown Brown Brown

2 Red Red Red
3 Pink Pink Pink
4 Yellow Yellow Yellow
5 Green Green Green
6 Blue Blue Blue
7 Violet Violet Violet
8 Grey Grey Grey
9 White White White
10 Black Black Black
11 White/Green White/Green Brown/Red
12 Brown/Green Brown/Green White/Red
13 - Red/Blue Red/Blue
14 - Grey/Brown Grey/Pink
15 - White/Grey White/Yellow
16 - - Brown/Green
17 - - White/Green
18 - - Yellow/Brown
19 - - White/Blue
20 - - Brown/Blue
21 - - White/Pink
22 - - White/Grey
23 - - Pink/Brown
24 - - Grey/Brown
25 - - Brown/Black

Zero setting Red/Blue White/Pink Grey/Green
Counting Direction Grey/Pink Grey/Pink Yellow/Pink

+10Vdc +30Vdc White/Yellow White/Yellow Green/Blue
0Vdc power supply Yellow/Brown Yellow/Brown Yellow/Blue

Shielding Shield Shield Shield
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6.5 XAC77 with Profibus-DP interface (XAC77xx/xxxxxPB-...)

ATEX encoders with Profibus interface are based on the Hx58 FB series encoders, thus refer to the
transmission  specifications  described in  the  Hx58  FB Profibus  manual;  differences,  if  any,  are
described  below.  Furthermore  they  need  the  HS58_Vx.gsd (singleturn)  or  HM58_Vx.gsd
(multiturn) GSD file.  User's  manual  and GSD file are available  at the address:  www.lika.biz >
PRODUCTS > ROTARY ENCODERS > ABSOLUTE ENCODERS > PROFIBUS > Hx58 FB).

Function Wires
+10Vdc +30Vdc Supply voltage Red

0Vdc Supply voltage White

Profibus B (bus input) Blue
Profibus A (bus input) White

Profibus B (bus output) Green
Profibus A (bus output) White

+5Vdc out for RT1 Yellow
0Vdc out for RT1 White

Profibus Shielding Shield

1  Both wires are supplied with a heat-shrink tubing protection; ensure it is always applied over
them if the bus termination resistor is not provided (Danger! Irreparable damages!).

WARNING
 The node address must be set via software by the bus Master using the SAP55 service, for

further  information refer  to  the  “6.5.1  Setting the  node address  via  BUS (SAP55 service)”
section on page 43. Node address = 125 is set by Lika Electronic by default; to set a different
address you must connect to the network one encoder at a time and then set the node ID,
otherwise an address conflict will occur. With /AABT order code (see datasheet), AA address
cannot be modified (except AA = 7Eh).

 Baud rate is set automatically by the bus Master.
 Do not open the device for any setting!
 The diagnostic LEDs are not available for this model.
 Provided cable is not a Profibus certified cable, anyway it is fitted with bus input and output to

avoid installing stubs on the Profibus network.
 If the encoder is either the first or the last in the transmission line (at the

ends of the network), a certified bus active termination resistor must be
installed;  otherwise  the  following  connection  must  be  provided  at
outputs. With /AABT order code (see datasheet), if T = 1, the termination
resistor is installed and active and cannot be deactivated (do not install
external resistors!).

 To avoid irreparable damages to the encoder wires which are not used must be cut at different
lengths and insulated singularly.
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6.5.1 Setting the node address via BUS (SAP55 service)

WARNING
SAP55 service can only be accomplished by a Class 2 DP Master (DPM2). Class 1 Masters (DPM1)
cannot accomplish the SAP55 service.
With /AABT order code (see datasheet), AA address cannot be modified (except AA = 7Eh).

Lika  encoders  of  the  XAC77  series  are  designed  to  allow the  slave  address  setting  via  a  bus
command by means of the SAP55 service.
The Service Access Point SAP55 Set_Slave_Address allows to change the address stored in the
internal memory of a slave device. SAP55 service is part of the Profibus specifications and allows to
change the internal memory address in the event that the device does not provide switches for
setting its address or they are not usable. The internal memory address stored at factory by Lika
Electronic is “125”.

Setting the node address via   Siemens     STEP7

To  change  the  node  address  stored  in  the
internal  memory,  open  the  SIMATIC
Manager window  and  press  the  Assign
PROFIBUS  Address… command  in  the
PLC\PROFIBUS menu. The Assign PROFIBUS
Address window will appear on the screen.

In the  Assign PROFIBUS Address window select the
node address currently stored in the internal memory
(factory  setting  =  125)  in  the  Current  PROFIBUS
Address combo box and then select the new address
you want to set in the New PROFIBUS Address combo
box (for instance: “6”). Press the Apply button and then
the OK button to confirm.
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6.6 XAC77 with CANopen interface (XAC77xx/xxxxxCB-...)

ATEX encoders with CANopen interface are based on the Hx58 FB series encoders, thus refer to the
transmission specifications described in the Hx58 FB CANopen manual;  differences,  if  any,  are
described  below.  Furthermore  they  need  the  Lika_HSxCB_DS406_Vx.eds (singleturn)  or
Lika_HMxCB_DS406_Vx.eds (multiturn) EDS file. User's manual and EDS file are available at the
address: www.lika.biz > PRODUCTS > ROTARY ENCODERS > ABSOLUTE ENCODERS > CAN >
Hx58 FB).

Function Wires
+10Vdc +30Vdc Supply voltage Red

0Vdc Supply voltage White

CAN L (bus input) Blue
CAN H (bus input) White

CAN L (bus output) Green
CAN H (bus output) White

Not used Yellow
Not used White

CAN Shielding Shield

WARNING
 The node address and the baud rate must be set via software by the bus Master (see objects

3000h e 3001h in the “Object dictionary” section of the enclosed Hx58 FB CANopen manual).
Node address = 1 and baud rate = 500 Kbit/s are set by Lika Electronic by default; to set a
different address you must connect to the network one encoder at a time and then set the
node ID, otherwise an address conflict will occur. With /AABT order code (see datasheet), AA
address (except AA = 7Eh) and B baud rate (except B = Z) cannot be modified.

 Do not open the device for any setting!
 The diagnostic LEDs are not available for this model.
 Provided cable is not a CANopen certified cable, anyway it is fitted with bus input and output

to avoid installing stubs on the CANopen network.
 If  the  encoder  is  either  the  first  or  the  last  in the

transmission line (at  the  ends of  the network),  the  bus
termination resistor must be provided outside the device
(120 bus  termination resistor  between  CAN High and
CAN Low outputs) as shown in the scheme. With /AABT
order  code  (see  datasheet),  if  T  =  1,  the  termination
resistor is installed and active and cannot be deactivated
(do not install external resistors!).

 To avoid irreparable damages to the encoder wires which are not used must be cut at different
lengths and insulated singularly.
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6.7 XAC77 with DeviceNet interface (XAC77xx/xxxxxFD-...)

ATEX encoders with DeviceNet interface are based on the Hx58 FB series encoders, changes are
described  below;  refer  to  the  transmission  specifications  described  in  the  Hx58  FB  DeviceNet
manual;  differences,  if  any,  are  described  below.  Furthermore  they  need  the
Lika_HS58x_FDV_Vx.eds (singleturn)  or  Lika_HM58x_FDV_Vx.eds (multiturn)  EDS file.  User's
manual  and  EDS  file  are  available  at  the  address:  www.lika.biz  >  PRODUCTS  >  ROTARY
ENCODERS > ABSOLUTE ENCODERS > DEVICENET > Hx58 FB).

Function Wires
+10Vdc +30Vdc Supply voltage Red

0Vdc Supply voltage White

CAN L (bus input) Blue
CAN H (bus input) White

CAN L (bus output) Green
CAN H (bus output) White

Not used Yellow
Not used White

CAN Shielding Shield

WARNING
 Do not open the device for any setting!
 The diagnostic LEDs are not available for this model.
 Provided cable is not a CANopen certified cable, anyway it is fitted with bus input and output

to avoid installing stubs on the CANopen network.
 To avoid irreparable damages to the encoder wires which are not used must be cut at different

lengths and insulated singularly.
 The node address (00hex … 3Fhex) is pre-set at Lika premises according to the order code

shown in the table a below; value is expressed in hex.

 The baud rate is pre-set at Lika according to the order code shown in the table a below.
 The bus termination resistor (necessary  if  the encoder is  either the first  or the last in the

transmission line, i.e. at the ends of the network) is pre-set at Lika premises according to the

order code shown in the table a below.
 As an alternative  the termination resistor can be provided outside the device (120 resistor

between CAN High and CAN Low outputs) as shown in the following scheme b:

XAC77xx/xxxxxFD-xx-xxx/aabt
aa: node address (hex) 00hex … 3Fhex (00 … 63)
b: baud rate D = 125 kbit/s

E = 250 kbit/s
F = 500 kbit/s

t: termination resistor 0 = deactivated
1 = activated

EXAMPLE: XAC77xx/xxxxxFD-xx-xxx/0DD0
0D= node address 0Dhex (13dec);
D = baud rate 125 kbit/s
0 = termination resistor deactivated
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6.8 XAC77 with analogue output

ATEX encoders with analogue output are based on the EM58 PA series programmable encoders,
thus  refer  to  the  transmission  specifications  described  in  the  enclosed  EM58  PA  manual;
differences, if any, are described below. Furthermore they need the programming interface tool for
configuration. User's manual and programming file are available at the address:  www.lika.biz >
PRODUCTS > ROTARY ENCODERS > ABSOLUTE ENCODERS > ANALOGUE OUTPUT > EM58
PA).

Function T12 cable
TxD (RS232) * Red
RxD (RS232) * Green
0Vdc (RS232) Brown

Fault Yellow
+Iout Gray

0Vdc Analog Violet
+Vout Pink

Counting Direction Blue
Preset (Zero setting) White

+13Vdc +30Vdc Brown/Green
0Vdc power supply White/Green

Shielding Shield

* Make sure that RxD on PC side is connected with TxD on device side and
TxD / PC is connected with RxD / device

Description
 ”0Vdc Analog“ signal is internally connected to 0Vdc.
 Preset: Data latch in memory (active high for at least 100 ms).
 Counting Direction: set counter clockwise (active high).
 Fault: Open collector signal for cable integrity check (only current output).

To connect fault signal refer to Figure 2 and Figure 3, pay attention to the value of R2.
No enc. error = transistor ON (in conduction).
Encoder error = transistor OFF (open).
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Fault connected to a PLC input Fault connected to a relay

Fig. 2

Imax = 50mA
R1 = 47

Fig. 3
Example

1K < R2 < 10K
No encoder error = PLC input Low (0 Vdc).
Encoder error = PLC input High (+Vdc).

Example
Vdc = +24V
I = 30mA (current necessary to energize the

coil of a small relay)
R2 = 750
No encoder error = coil energized.
Encoder error = coil not energized.
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6.9 XAC77 with integrated cam switch programmer (XAC7712/256CS-14-...)

ATEX encoders with integrated cam switch programmer are based on the AMR58/AMRC series
encoders; differences, if any, are described below. For any information on the the communication
characteristics and programming the encoder please refer to the documentation of the AMR58
series encoder at the address:  www.lika.biz > PRODUCTS > ROTARY ENCODERS > ABSOLUTE
ENCODERS > AMR58).

Function A32 cable
OUT 1 Brown
OUT 2 Red
OUT 3 Pink
OUT 4 Yellow
OUT 5 Green
OUT 6 Blue
OUT 7 Violet
OUT 8 Grey

Data OUT + Blue/Red
Data OUT - Pink/Grey
Clock IN + White/Yellow
Clock IN - Brown/Green

Load Program White/Green
Select Program 20 (1) Yellow/Brown
Select Program 21 (1) White/Blue
Select Program 22 (1) Brown/Blue
Select Program 23 (1) White/Pink

Fault White/Grey
RxD RS-232 (2) Pink/Brown
TxD RS-232 (2) Grey/Brown

0Vdc (3) Brown/Black
0Vdc RS-232 (4) White/Black

Zero setting Grey/Green
Counting Direction Yellow/Pink

+10Vdc +30Vdc Power supply Green/Blue + Pink/Green
0Vdc Power supply (3) Yellow/Blue + Yellow/Grey

Shielding Shield

NOTE
1. Program selection inputs (Select Program) are internally connected to 0Vdc through pull-

down resistors. They are active at +Vdc.
2. Please always make sure that the RxD of the ENCODER is cross-wired to the TxD of the PC

while the TxD is cross-wired to the RxD.
3. 0Vdc and 0Vdc Power supply are internally connected.
4. 0Vdc RS-232 is internally insulated from 0Vdc Power supply.
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7 – Mechanical characteristics

7.1 XC77 incremental encoder

7.2 XAC77 absolute encoder
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7.3 Solid shaft (LKM-1758) and Fixing plate (LKM-1520)

LKM-1758 is an optional feature thus it has to be ordered separately.

WARNING
Unit with solid shaft: in order to guarantee maximum reliability over time of the mechanical parts,
we recommend a flexible coupling to be installed to connect the encoder  and the installation
shaft; make sure the misalignment tolerances of the flexible coupling are respected.

7.4 Mounting instructions

WARNING
Installation and maintenance operations have to be carried out by qualified personnel only, with
power supply disconnected and mechanical parts absolutely in stop.

• Fasten the fixing plate 1 to the encoder
using the  three  M4 screws  2 provided
with the device;

• mount the encoder on the motor shaft
using the  reducing sleeve  (if  supplied);
avoid forcing the encoder shaft;

• fasten the fixing plate  1 to the rear of
the  motor  using  four  M4  cylindrical
head screws 3;

• fix the collar 4 to the encoder shaft.
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